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Introduction
In 1912, 400 years after Leonardo Da Vinci conceived the idea for a parachute, 1 Albert Berry became the first human being to leap from an aircraft and land safely on the ground under a canopy. Creating options enables flexibility. Flexibility is critical on the battlefield. The Army, Marine Corps, and Air
Force are using air delivery in Afghanistan where supply runs to remote areas cannot be conducted via truck. Occasions will arise when trucks are better suited to deliver supplies.
However, knowing how to employ a capability that can drop up to 30,000 pounds from five miles up and land it on a precise target is a powerful tool during assault and sustainment. 8 
Units in
Afghanistan are regularly using air delivery because terrain and potential enemy contact regularly turn 7-hour combat trains into 24-hour convoys. Today's technology provides an enhanced capability to mitigate the effects of weather and terrain, but at a higher monetary cost. Most GPS-guided systems cost the Marine Corps about $70,000 or more. Due to the cost of the GPS unit, it is preferred that the GPS unit is recovered and reused, and the supported unit must know how to de-rig the supplies. Training while in garrison can teach supported units the skill set to make traditional or GPS-guided resupply a common practice.
Maintaining a high-cost, low-density capability is as important as familiarizing the supported unit with the capability. This can be done with little effect on the training schedule of a unit.
A surprising reason for the lack of air delivery training is that officers and planners do not know that the asset is available to them in training. 13 In 1990, an observation from the 15th MEU stated that training for air delivery should be planned into the workup schedule to prevent ignorance of the training capability. Learned, 2005. 20 Markert.
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